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Anther Group supports entrepreneurs looking to disrupt the marketplace with 

unique ideas. We are a high-capacity team assisting entrepreneurs and university 

researchers in moving business aspirations from concepts to reality. We help 

early-stage entrepreneurs who have high market potential ideas chart a path 

toward their distinct definition of success. 

We understand that in order to turn ventures into 
attractive business investment opportunities, a 
talented and driven team that executes business 
strategies is essential. In the competitive startup 
environment, this requires proper pairing of 

expertise with execution.  Our thought leaders, 

exceptional business strategists, and capital 

fundraisers help entrepreneurs expertly navigate 

common pitfalls, manage products and technical risks, and accurately assess 

business strategy. Our team shares in these generated returns, establishing 

platforms that optimize revenue growth. 

For Advisors

Define
Success

Connect 
Talent

Identify
Partnerships

The Problem: Entrepreneurs 
In Unfamiliar Waters 

The Solution: 
Your Expertise

Entrepreneurs need support. Even the most talented people, best 

ideas, and unique products can fall short if they are not backed by 

experienced partners. The most brilliant professor conducting 

advanced research may simply lack the know-how in building a business. 

That’s where you come in. 

Providing business assistance and technical acumen helps these 

talented researchers and entrepreneurs stay in their “zone of genius.” 

Technical or production assistance may also help in navigating obstacles 

that are sure to come, helping create more technology transfer 

opportunities. It’s a win-win.  

As an influencer, we seek 

your expertise to help real 

projects get off the ground. 

Think of Anther Group as the technical 

arm and body to the brain that has a 

great idea. Once we’ve identified 

high-potential entrepreneurs and 

projects, Anther Group seeks key 

stakeholders and the right skills to 

cultivate a motivated and invested 

team. 
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Building Cohesive Partnerships
Relationships are everything. 

At Anther Group, we know the power 

of building positive relationships 

between customers and influencers in 

creating success. We have a team 

mentality and we are committed to building strong and 

positive partnerships, which begins with finding the right 

people.

Setting up early-stage ventures on a path toward success 

depends on finding and pairing the right influencers with 

talent. We understand that the right partners and advisors 

may look different for each entrepreneur or venture.  

Anther Group helps determine what that relationship 

looks like – and forms the right team to navigate a path 

for ventures to reach their market potential.

Setting New Ventures Up for Success
We believe that creating the right environment involves a combination of factors.  

Goal Setting

Structure

Selection

Introductions

Leadership

Knowledge

Passion

Teamwork

Redefining what success looks like

Establishing a structure that sets a clear path to success

Developing a smart selection process of human connections 

Connecting university tech with talented teams and investors

Providing the right technical experience and business acumen

Offering technical support on subject matter with due diligence

Keeping the process fun, encouraging exploration and expansion

Fostering a collaborative and productive environment 

Anther Mentorship
Startup Strategy 

Business Development 

Product & Software Development

Business Formation • Ideation • Partnership Strategy 

Acquisitions • Taking Investment • Legal Support   

Strategic Direction • Technology Transfer • Intellectual 

Property • Proposal Writing • Budgeting • Financing 

Contract Negotiation • Exit Strategies • VC Strategy

Business Structure & Organization

Tactical Marketing • Strategic Marketing • Market 

Research and Testing • Vendor Selection • Graphic 

Design • Web and Mobile Design • Product Pricing  

Branding • Scalability 

Data Analysis • Product Engineering • Product Design 

& Development • Mobile Apps • Software Testing  

Web Development • Technology Strategy 

& Development
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